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Lumina 3D is designed as a flexible and handy platform independent development environment for GLSL shaders. It uses ECMA-script for tools and emulating opengl engines. In Lumina 3D all the "world" objects are viewed and manipulated in a tree-like graphical interface. The scripts themselves are positioned on the right side of the application's main window and are undockable for user convenience. Lumina Description: Here
is a list of projects that have been created with Inkscape (the list is not comprehensive): Google' n' Goose it is a sailing simulator game in which you have to sail an open ocean with a group of other people. You are responsible for the navigation, the progress of the boat, and also have to be responsible for keeping the group together. in this scenario, a drone flies in the sky and makes visualisations of the ocean on the ocean map. the
player is also able to issue commands to the drone such as go to such-and-such a place, move to the specified position, etc. so it is really a mixture of a flying sim and a rpg-game, where you can explore the vast ocean, manage your boat and use it to battle with other boats. the idea is that the engine has to be adapted to a new input method (joystick). The game is currently made of 8 different levels (finally my first implementation, :P)
Anyway, everything is already in place, the only thing left to do is to code the collision detection for the drone and the boat, and the movement (not trivial, since the boat is limited to 8'seats' and the drone has no limits). I also have to figure out a way to control the drone (move it forward, backwards, left and right), but I have ideas for that. my current progress is here: XLib A very rudimentary xlib based 2d platformer where you can
jump, climb and attack some monsters (you'll have to learn how to use many things). created by us for a game jam, used about 80% of the libx11, but the rest is XCB and Xlib directly. Doomball A simple platform game with a mini-boss. You get hurt but can't

Lumina 

shaders - write shaders world nodes - create or move nodes collections - manage collections devices - create devices - activate devices, hide all active nodes of the same device type properties - edit properties of the selected node - World Objects In this tutorial we are going to learn how to use the shaders by using lumina 3D. We will first create a world object, and then a textured object and then we will create a box. 1.) In Lumina
3D create an empty world object. For example: Create the following world object: using shaders shaders/my_shaders.frag shaders/my_shaders.vert Then create a world node. For example: world node 2.) Add a texture to the object. In this tutorial we are going to add a texture to the object. We do this by selecting the tex unit then clicking on the texture folder. Then by pressing the add button in the texture menu we can add any
texture file. Once we have added our texture select the texture and click on the texture to use it. In the following figure we are adding a texture called wood. 3.) In this tutorial we are going to create a box. In this example we have already created a world object. So we are going to make this object a box by clicking on the Transform tool. - World Object 4.) Right click on the Transform tool and set the options: - World Object 5.) In
the property settings make sure that the box is selected, make sure that Use Uniforms checkbox is checked and change the values of the attribute x and y - World Object 6.) Select the World Node tool and drag it over the box. - World Node 7.) Select the Node Tool button. - World Node 8.) If the object is not a box change the properties of the box so that it is a box. We do this by clicking on the Attribute tool, and then clicking the
Length tool. Click on the X button in the toolbar and then set the value for the Box Length. - World Node 9.) Now we are ready to start using the shaders. Select the Textured Node tool. - World Node 10.) Select 77a5ca646e
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The Lumina engine is designed to be a very easy to use and easy to extend environment. It is written in the C# programming language, and uses the.NET Framework 1.1 The engine is a three-dimensional engine based on XNA Game Studio. The engine uses its own custom based game model, which extends the XNA Game Studio model. The program can be run with both a desktop and a console application. The engine provides
various examples showing how to use the engine's features. The game engine is using XNA Game Studio for the game model. It also uses a specialized Graphics class to draw game elements. Although the program uses XNA Game Studio and OpenGL to render the game, the engine itself is not dependent on XNA or OpenGL, and it can be used with any OpenGL compatible engine. Changes and improvements over the previous
version: External Editor: In the previous version there was only an internal editor which was used to create and debug the script. In Lumina 3D there is a full blown external editor for creating and editing scripts. Lumina 3D can be used to create scripts and debug them directly in the Lumina 3D editor. Script debugging can be done in the following ways: 1) Run the game from the editor and watch a debug window 2) Compile the
game from the editor and open the debug window 3) Rebuild the game from the editor and open the debug window Visual Components: The player now has the ability to pan and zoom with the left and right mouse buttons (plus mouse wheel). Panning and zooming is done with simple shift+mouse button combination. When a script is run, the engine draws the scene from the beginning, as if the game were being run in fullscreen
mode. The engine also supports fly mode. The game is ran in fullscreen mode, and the engine uses the mouse wheel to zoom in and out of the view. If the game is run in fly mode, the engine can be turned on/off with the main menu. Graphics: The graphics engine has been replaced with the new Graphics engine that supports vertex and sprite rendering. The graphics engine is based on the XNA Game Studio framework. The
Graphics engine is a pure C# wrapper around OpenGL and XNA. It provides a simple way to render textured and non-textured primitives, line, circles

What's New in the Lumina?

The objective of Lumina 3D is to provide an environment for developing GLSL shaders for 3D computer graphics by using ECMA-script. Another objective is to provide a convenient way of developing shaders. Lumina is currently under an alpha-release, but a stable version is on its way. Lumina provides a highly usable interface for developing GLSL shaders. In general terms, the main interface looks like this: Lumina is cross-
platform, supporting Windows XP, Linux, Mac OS X and Solaris and will be published in different languages. Using Lumina What's new? Now, the application does support cross-compiling. The application only compiles shaders for a specific platform. Lumina 3D now supports the compiling of shaders without recompiling the application. This is done by placing the shader files under the new "Shaders" folder. The "Lumina 3D"
and "External Shader Library" menu items have been renamed to "Lumina 3D Compiler" and "Lumina Shader Compiler". Another addition in the form of a new build-system named "3D Builder" is now available for 3D tools. This system takes care of generating the needed render-loop functions and interfaces. Lumina 3D compiles shaders by going through a "compilation-process". During this process, the shader is parsed by the
compiler. It then creates a script which then is compiled. The script is generated for the correct target. The script created by the compiler is still an external-script. Supported OpenGLSL Versions: Lumina 3D supports multiple versions of OpenGL. At the moment, we support the "Shading Language 1.50" OpenGL API version 3.0. The OpenGL API and its extension versions are documented in a program "opengl-api-reference.pdf"
which is included with the application. Bug Fixes After the release, the application was found to have some bugs. Most of the reported bugs have been fixed. What's next? When releasing the stable version of Lumina, all the bugs discovered since the release should have been fixed. When the final stable version is released, I will publish an updated version of the application. You can expect the stable version of Lumina to be available
in the future. You can also expect it to include a redesigned interface. Note that the current stable version of Lumina 3D compiles shaders from the source code. In the upcoming stable version, this will no longer be the case. Lumina 3D supports multiple render loops and "render windows". By default, you can use a frame-buffer. You can also use a 2D screen
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System Requirements For Lumina:

2 CPU 2 GPU NVIDIA Grid Minimum Display Requirements: 1920x1080 Minimum Sound Requirements: Minimum Operating System Requirements: Microsoft Windows 10 Intel CPU NVIDIA GPU AMD GPU Minimum RAM Requirements: At a Glance With the Valve's new SteamVR interface, tracking, controller, and room-scale 3D are coming together for the first time. The new system adds VR support to the Oculus Rift,
HTC Vive, and Windows Mixed Reality headsets.
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